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Without much thinking, we often juxtapose wilderness and civilisation. The 
ontology of wilderness translates into anarchy, and the ontology of civilisation 
translates into order. However, Layla AbdelRahim shows that this neat and orderly 
dichotomy is a mere fad – the human world consists of wilderness, and of civilisa-
tion, and of endless shades of grey between the two. 

In the introductory chapter, AbdelRahim introduces the main theoretical 
underpinnings of her work through descriptions of culture, wildness, civilisation, 
colonisation and literature. She proceeds with an interesting biographical perspec-
tive which illuminates the paths of her thinking, the diverse influences on her 
work, and her unusually cosmopolitan life trajectory. AbdelRahim was born in 
Moscow, in an inter-racial, inter-continental, and multi-lingual family. As a child 
she moved to Syria, and later to Europe and Canada, and she speaks Russian, 
English, Arabic, and some Italian. It is at through this combination of influences, 
that she acquired the unique perspective that informs her critique of civilisation 
and wilderness. 

In the first part of the book, AbdelRahim explores Epistemologies of Chaos 
and the Orderly Unknowledge of Literacy. Her work is based on analyses of a wide 
spectrum of primary sources such as Tove Jansson’s Moomin series, Nikolai Nosov’s 
The Adventures of Dunno and Friends, C.S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia, A.A. 
Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh, and many others. AbdelRahim interprets these works 
through a selection of important theorists and philosophers including Foucault, 
Bourdieu, and Derrida; she also connects them to works of important anarchists 
such as Kropotkin and Zerzan. It is through this masterful connection between 
primary sources, philosophy, and (anarchist) theory, that AbdelRahim draws a 
powerful distinction between ‘“primitive” society, where members express grati-
tude for all creation and warn against futile destruction of life, from ‘civilised’ 
(consumer) society, which sees its meaning for existence in domestication, exploita-
tion, and a birth-given right to devour’ (p114). 

AbdelRahim’s critique is especially powerful in regard to the relationships 
between Kropotkin’s theory of mutual aid and Charles Darwin’s theory of evolu-
tion. She provides a nuanced understanding of Kropotkin’s work and emphasises 
that mutual aid does not imply personal disinterest. Similarly, she emphasises an 
often-ignored fact that Darwin’s theory was not just about the survival of the 
fittest. Using fictional accounts, she reminds readers that both theories are mere 
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metaphors for describing a complex social universe, and explores the improbable 
scenarios, and shows the unfortunate consequences of applying these metaphors 
too literally. As often happens in anthropological research, AbdelRahim shows 
that the truth is hidden somewhere between the metaphors. While she clearly 
stands closer to (crude interpretations of) Kropotkin than Darwin, AbdelRahim 
does a great job in linking their powerful metanarratives to a wider cultural 
context. 

The second part of the book, Genealogical Narratives of Wilderness and 
Domestication: Identifying the Ontologies of Genesis and Genetics in Children’s 
Literature, analyses the ontological premises of wilderness and civilisation. Here, 
AbdelRahim first explores eternal concepts such as love and truth, then links these 
concepts to the construction of identity. This section is packed with little gems of 
great analysis, such as AbdelRahim’s use of Foucault to construct the identity of 
zoo animals and expand this construction to all members of the consumer society. 
However, probably because my own line of research is in digital cultures, I was most 
impressed by AbdelRahim’s analysis of Donna Haraway’s cyborg theory through 
various examples of science fiction stories from Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
through Stanley Kubrick’s 2001 Space Odyssey, to Phillip K. Dick’s Do Androids 
Dream of Electric Sheep? In a mere five or six pages, AbdelRahim tackles complexi-
ties and nuances which are debated in thousands of pages in various media studies 
journals clearly and accessibly, and provides a succinct account of the contemporary 
relationships between humans and technologies. 

The last section, In the End: Anthropological Narratives in Fiction and Life, 
brings together diverse and often disconnected lines of argument into a single 
‘conclusion’. I place the word conclusion in quotation marks deliberately, because 
AbdelRahim does not offer the short, bulleted, prescriptive concluding remarks 
which are so popular in academic writing. Acknowledging the complex nature 
of the theme, she asserts that human beings need both wilderness and civilisa-
tion. Yet, while civilisation provides us with protection from forces of nature 
and chaotic social arrangements, it is in the realm of wilderness that we need to 
seek refuge from the perils of commodified human relationships and the inspi-
ration for a better and more just life. Therefore, anarchism is not just another 
philosophy, or ontology, or social theory – it is the very basis of human and 
social development. 

Using a powerful inter-disciplinary methodology, Layla AbdelRahim’s 
Children’s Literature, Domestication, and Social Foundation provides a nuanced 
and mature theory of wilderness and civilisation. The book is written well, yet the 
complex writing style and numerous references might make it hard to follow for 
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non-academic audiences. But this is the only serious drawback of AbdelRahim’s 
work, which expresses some very important ideas, and these ideas should be 
somehow made accessible to a much wider population. 

Petar Jandrić, Zagreb University of Applied Sciences 

Victor Serge, Men in Prison, translated and introduced by 
Richard Greeman

Oakland, PM Press, 2014; 232pp; ISBN 9781604867367 

In 1912, young Victor Serge (he was then 22 years of age) is sentenced to five 
years in prison in France. It is the price to pay for having been too close to the 
group of colourful characters that met in the offices of the anarchist newspaper 
L’Anarchie. And in particular, for his friendship with members of the so-called 
‘Bonnot gang’, the ‘tragic bandits’ whose feats as motorised bank robbers stun 
the French public and make ‘illegalism’ fashionable within anarchist circles. 
In 1930, living in the Soviet Union, disillusioned with the obvious failure of 
the Russian Revolution and expelled from the Communist Party, to which he 
had adhered out of enthusiasm for what seemed at the time like the true way to 
social progress, Serge takes to writing. Amongst the few volumes he will produce 
in those years, that will be sent to French publishers as Stalin’s cone of silence 
has descended upon him, is Men in Prison, a clear-eyed, profoundly humane 
account of life in the French penal system and of the people Serge met during 
those five long years – both the prisoners and the various representatives of the 
state’s repressive apparatus. Thirty-six chapters of varying length give either 
portraits of fellow inmates, information about the details of everyday life behind 
bars, or reflections on the effects of forced promiscuity, forced isolation, forced 
labour and an infinite number of petty regulations that seem designed to make 
life as unbearable as possible for those caught in the machinery of justice. It is 
hard to indicate some chapters as being more interesting than others, as they are 
all marked by the same sober and dispassionate sense of observation, the same 
strangely distant lucidity, as if what he is talking about happened to somebody 
else. But it did not, and Serge – in between comments on the prisoners’ obses-
sions, dreams and stratagems for survival – also reveals what the experience did 
for him as a writer, teaching him to see beyond appearances and to guess people’s 
fate: ‘I, too, learned how to probe the faces and hearts of newcomers. I know if 
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